
Year 5- Writing an Encyclopaedia Entry 
 

Monday  
LI: I can plan to write an encyclopaedia entry   
I have taken the image from pobble.   

 
Planning our Writing  
An encyclopaedia is a book or set of books giving information on many subjects or on many aspects of one subject and 
they are arranged alphabetically. There are also online versions such as Wikipedia.  Using the image, we would like to 
create a page for this animal. It is up to you, whether you want to completely make the information up or whether you 
would like to research it. The photograph is showing a female possum carrying her young.  

 How are you going to organise the information?  

 How are you going to make the information easy to read?  

 How are you going to make the information interesting to read?  

 What type of vocabulary will you use?  
 
Possible Vocabulary:  habitat, located, mammal, species, small-sized, medium, snout, jaw, whiskers, fur, tails, omnivores, 
marsupials, consumes,  survive, solitary, social, nomadic, burrows, nocturnal, threatened, climbing, carry, young, cling, 
growl, noise, distressed, diet, predatory, adaptation, prey, predator etc. If you don’t understand any of these words, look 
them up in a dictionary.  
Add some sentences below that you might want to add to your encyclopaedia page. One has been given as an example.  

 
 
                                                
 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Answering these questions will give you a better understanding of what you will write 
tomorrow: 

 What is their habitat? Where is their habitat?  

 What do they feed on? How do they avoid predators? Do they have any special adaptations? 

 What is their temperament like?  

 What type of animal are they?  

 How do they look after their young?   
 
 
 
 

 

The white snouted possum can 
be found in many parts of the 
world including Great Britain, 
Ireland, Iceland, Scandinavia 
and Northern France.  (made 
up information) 
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Tuesday 
LI: I can write an encyclopaedia entry   
Using your planning from yesterday, you are going to write your page on the animal in the 
photograph.  
Success Criteria:   

 Use a range of sentence constructions (long, detailed sentences contrasting with short sentences 
to keep the reader interested) 

 Give factual information 

 Use technical vocabulary and keep the writing formal 

 Write in present tense and in 3rd person  

 Organise paragraphs carefully and use subheadings  

 Use punctuation accurately to include extra information 
Your writing does not need to be longer than a page. You can include pictures to your text if it helps 
your reader understand the information.  
 
Here are some examples of what encyclopaedia entries are like (I have used a kangaroo as an example 
entry):    

Click here to visit Encyclopaedia Britannica 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Technical vocabulary 

 
Factual information    Punctuation used to add information 
 

 

Kangaroo, any of six large species of Australian 
marsupials noted for hopping and bouncing on their 
hind legs. The term kangaroo, most specifically used, 
refers to the eastern grey kangaroo, the western grey 
kangaroo, and the red kangaroo, as well as to the 
antilopine kangaroo and two species of wallaroo (see 
below). Less specifically, kangaroo refers to all 14 
species in the genus Macropus, some of which are 
called wallabies. 
 

The kangaroo is a marsupial from the family 
Macropodidae (macropods, meaning "large foot"). In 
common use the term is used to describe the largest 
species from this family, the red kangaroo, as well as 
the antilopine kangaroo, eastern grey kangaroo, and 
western grey kangaroo. Kangaroos are indigenous to 
Australia. The Australian government estimates that 
34.3 million kangaroos lived within the commercial 
harvest areas of Australia in 2011, up from 25.1 
million one year earlier. 

Marsupial found only in Australia, New 
Guinea and adjacent islands. The three 
main types are the grey kangaroo, the red 
kangaroo and the wallaroo, or euro. The 
thick, coarse fur is red, brown, grey or 
black. The front legs are small, the hind legs 
long and used in leaping. Height: to 1.8m 
(6ft) at the shoulder; weight: to 70kg 
(154lb). Family Macropodidae, genus 
Macropus. 

https://www.britannica.com/animal/kangaroo
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Do you think they entries above are more interesting to read than the ones on the previous page? Why?  
What features can you see here?  

 Labelled diagrams and photographs are used alongside text.  

 Text is organised in columns or sections across the page.  

 Headings and subheadings are being used. 

 Key facts are given in an interesting way.  
 
 
This video shows how you can make your information more interesting (even though it is on a 
different topic).  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJDG40Cl4xk
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Wednesday  
LI: I can edit and proofread my writing  

Proofreading and Editing  
Like any good author, you must remember to always check your writing for any mistakes and edit it 
to make it even better. Brilliant writing takes time and lots of drafts!  
Start by proofreading. This is where you are checking your writing for spelling mistakes, making sure 
your grammar is correct and that your punctuation is accurate. Your writing should be clear and 
easy to understand for someone else to read.  
Make sure you read your writing aloud- it is much easier to hear mistakes. Ensure you read exactly 
what you have written, not what you think you have written!  
 
Now it’s time to edit.  Watch this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUScPnDwzPU&t=25s  
Remember to:  

 Add- extra descriptive detail 

 Take away- cross out words/ sentences you don’t think are suitable  

 Replace- change words/ phrases for better ones  

 Aloud – read it aloud. How does it sound? Can you imagine what climbing the rock would 
have been like?  
 

When you have done all of these, please read it to someone in your house.  
What do they think? Does it sound like a piece of writing from an encyclopaedia? Are there any parts 
that are ambiguous? Refer back to the success criteria: 

 Use a range of sentence constructions (long, detailed sentences contrasting with short sentences 
to keep the reader interested) 

 Give factual information 

 Use technical vocabulary and keep the writing formal 

 Write in present tense and in 3rd person  

 Organise paragraphs carefully and use subheadings  

 Use punctuation accurately to include extra information 
Have they made any suggestions in ways to improve it? Do you agree? Will you make those changes?  
When you are happy with your changes, redraft your writing. Remember to think about your 
handwriting and presentation.  
When you are proud of the work you have produced, upload it to Dropbox and see if it can get into 
The ‘One and only Ordinary Book that opens for Extraordinary Work’!  
 
The Year 5 teachers are looking forward to reading your writing.  
 
Enjoy Learning!  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUScPnDwzPU&t=25s
https://www.dropbox.com/request/gnJmT2nxVlOnOlio2c5l

